Industrial Mobile Computers
Dedicated to designing, manufacturing & maintaining
rugged mobile computers of lasting value.
Tablets
DLI10 is equipped with an industrial cover lens and is tested to take a
1/4 lb. ball bearing drop at 5.75 feet directly to the screen. In addition
to an anti-glare, anti-fingerprint, and polarized PCAP touchscreen
the LCD is viewable indoors or outdoors while in direct sunlight. An
impact resistant housing is sure to withstand multiple 4 feet drops to
concrete and is IP54 protected against water and dust.

DLI10

DLI8 not only survives the demands of a harsh industrial environment,
but pleases the eyes of the discerning user with its sleek design. Built
on common PC architecture, the DLI8 rugged tablet allows operating
system independence through the full suite of Windows products as
well as Android and Linux.
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Rugged PDA
The DLI5 is housed in an impact resistant casing and certified for IP54 protection
against water and dust. The DLI5 is designed to survive the demands your mobile
workforce requires in the warehouse or in the field providing your business with
the flexibility to collect and share data across the entire enterprise.
The DLI5 is rated for multiple 5 feet drops to concrete.

DLI5

Vehicle Mounts

DLI8500P

DLI9200

The 8500P and the DLI9200 both have an attached
industrial backlit ALPHA/NUMERIC keyboard that
provides ease of use even with a work glove. These
units were designed with the forklift driver in mind. Built
around an industrial Intel® processor the DLI8500P and
DLI9200 support the latest Windows 10 or Android 6.0
Marshmallow operating systems. Affordably priced these
units set the standard for reducing operational costs.

The DLI9300 internal modular design provides your business the flexibility to
grow as applications require. As advancements in Wi-Fi, RAM, and solid state
drives increase so can the DLI9300 providing your business the right product for
the future.

DLI9300
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